COLD & HOT TRIP !

LOG CABIN

DOG SLEDDING EXPERIENCE

JET SKI IN MIAMI

KAYAK IN THE
EVERGLADES

Winter is coming and you're torn between a real Canadian winter or a sunny
destination ? Well, you don't have to choose, combine these two fantastic
experiences !
Sentiers Privés and his partner World Connexion Travel are teaming up to offer
you the best of the both worlds : a cold & hot travel combo.
Start your journey under the Canadian snowflakes, and end under the sunny
palm trees in the southern United States.
Here are some activities ideas for a unique program !

Cold & Hot
A unique and
unforgettable trip

Winter in Canada
You are dreaming of your Canadian rustic cottage, intimist and welcoming ?
We suggest you spend a few days in our beautiful wooden log cabin in the heart of the forest
allowing you to enjoy a large number of local activities for unforgettable Quebec experiences.

Snowmobile
experience

Welcome to this small piece of paradise,
surround yourself by the beauty of the place
and enter a magic winter wonderland.

Dog sledding
experience

Just at the doorstep, become one with the
wilderness

while

dog

sledding,

and

snowmobiling.
You can also go snowshoeing with a trapper to
observe the different animal tracks, or get
introduced to ice fishing and let yourself be
childish with tobogganing.
Then you will come home to warm up at the
cottage, by the fireplace or with a treatment at
the Spa...
Here is a preview of what is waiting for you on
the spot in vidéo.

the homely
warmth in log
cabin

Sun an warmth in the USA
Now is the time to warm up !
After a colorful stay in Canada, fly south of the USA for the warmth and activities just as many
incredible activities.

kayak in the
everglades

Discover the delicate ecosystem of The
Everglades only accessible by kayak.
You explore at your own pace the mangrove
tunnels and grassy meadows.
Keep an eye open to observe the wildlife that
lives here in peace : alligators, otters, turtles,
osprey ...

snorkelling
in the keys

Or embark for a day of snorkelling in the Keys !
From Miami, take a seaplane to Big Pine Key,
"the snorkeler's paradise"
You can explore this beautiful reef filled with
7000-year-old corals and more than 150 fish
species.

exclusive
picnic with a
chef

Finally, enjoy a unique day in the heart of
Miami.
Jump on your Jet Ski and sail to the famous
Stars Islands of the Bay,
Then join your Private Chef on an island to
enjoy a delicious picnic.
In the afternoon, you can experience water
skiing of the Flyboard.

Your two favorite DMC combine their expertise to offer you a unique trip to North America !
Contact us today for a quote or more information !

